LO G L I N E

A coming of age drama about an adolescent girl growing up between the values
of occidental and traditional cultures, whose aspirations of becoming a competitive swimmer
takes an unexpected turn when she gets her first period.
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SYNOPSIS
Kanyā means girl/virgin.

Kanya intimately explores the inner dissonance of
an adolescent girl who is experiencing puberty in
a traditional Indian family. Kanya is a successful
swimming champion with a promising career
in sports. Her world collapses when she gets
her first period and her family demands that
she accepts the traditional status of a woman.
Kanya‘s natural maturing along with her physical
and psychological transformation are neglected
by her close ones who also curb her freedom. On
the outside, Kanya yields to all the demands and
accepts her fate without objecting. However, she
experiences deep trauma within. Kanya‘s inner
disharmony escalates, leading her to finally
muster the courage to revolt against the system
that clearly defines and sets the standards of the
conventional status of a woman.

SCREENSHOTS

DIRECTOR‘S NOTE
Gender stereotypes have a significant impact
on girls, especially during puberty, as this
is the time when they learn what it means
to be a woman through labels laid down by
society - such as beauty and subservience. The
onset of puberty triggers increased pressure
from society to conform to hegemonic sextyped identities and roles. Youngsters become
primarily aware of these gender stereotypes and
roles during this age and begin to assume and
accept them as “universal truths”. Consequently,
girls’ struggle with self-esteem and selfconfidence twice as much as boys during
puberty because society sends out a message
that vigour, power and authority are for men,
not women.

These stereotypes not only promote inequality
between sexes but also encourages youngsters
to believe and accept imbalances in power
within relationships later in their lives. Gender
stereotypes are so deep-rooted in our culture
that they even become a part of our language.
Empowering girls during this time of their
lives when confidence is at its lowest, would be
powerful, relevant, and purposeful. Besides,
the world is at a turning point where gender
equality is not just a women’s issue anymore
but a human rights issue. Therefore, it’s also
important to instil a sense of equality in the
minds of not just adolescent girls, but boys as
well by supporting them to understand the
effect gender stereotypes can have on their
options and roles in sport, at school and within
their families. This aspect will also help them
develop realistic expectations about future
relationships based on mutual respect and
equity.
Kanya is a story of liberation and the
phenomenon of moving beyond the
conventional status of a woman in a patriarchal
community.
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Born and raised in Chennai, a colourful
conglomerate of urban villages, Apoorva was
fascinated by the power of Tamil filmdom in
state politics, igniting a passion for creating
films that are socially and politically aware. To
hone her creative skills as a filmmaker, Apoorva
travelled to many countries: Sri Lanka, Israel,
Italy, Jordan, England, and the USA to work on
fiction and non-fiction projects. In 2016, she was
selected to attend the International Filmmaking
Academy in Bologna under the tutorship of
award-winning directors Danis Tanovic and
Claudia Llosa. Apoorva recently received her
MFA degree from the Film and Tv School of the
Academy of Performing arts, Czech Republic.
Her graduation film Kanya will have its world
premiere at the prestigious Busan International
Film Festival 2020 ( South Korea ) in the Wide
Angle: Asian short film competition category
followed by a European Premiere at Raindance
Film festival 2020 ( England ). Apoorva is
currently based in Prague, developing her debut
feature film while actively exploring short and
long format film projects. Her primary goal
is to explore personal stories around socially
relevant contemporary ideas
and themes.

CHANGE OF HEART ( Fiction feature in
development )
Change of Heart is an upcoming featurelength social satire, based on real events
transpiring within the patriarchal Brahmin
community in South India. The film follows
Maya, a progressive young woman, trying to
confront established cultural and religious
traditions while enduring a straitjacketed
relationship with her conservative father,
Subbu.

KANYA ( 2020 )
Coming of age drama about an adolescent
girl who is growing up between the values
of occidental and traditional culture, whose
aspirations of becoming a competitive diver
takes an unexpected turn when she gets her
first period.

SWAN SONG ( Labutí Píseň, 2017 )
An old security guard who is fighting a job
crisis must do whatever it takes to retain
his job and financial independence even if
it‘s against his ethical beliefs.

ONE FOOT IN THE GRAVE ( Jednou
Nohou v Hrobě, 2016 )
An old woman who is attempting to kill
herself to join her late husband in the
afterlife is thwarted by an attractive male
nurse who works in her elderly home.

Born in Libya, Faraz Alam is an Indian
cinematographer currently based in Prague.
Prior to completing his second MA in
cinematography, he had a list of credentials
as a DoP in short films, documentaries and
branded commercials. As a striving visual artist,
Faraz aims to experience, create and make the
most of the opportunity provided by the inner
workings of natural as well as cultural alchemy.

KANYA ( 2020 )
ECHO ( 2019 )
Czech Republic – director Karolina Malinowska

HEART OF ALABASTER ( 2019 )
Czech Republic – director Deepan Ghimiray
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DEAD MAN’S HAND ( 2019 )
Czech Republic / Brazil – director Marcio Venturi

BETWEEN THE LINES ( 2019 )
Italy – director Faraz Alam

DIAPAUSA ( 2017 )
Italy – director Gregory Montaldo

IN SPRING ( 2017 )
Czech Republic– director Aakriti Mehta

NOCEBO ( 2016 )
Czech Republic – director Faraz Alam

Michal Sikora is a producer based in Prague,
Czech Republic. During his Film Production
studies at prestigious Film Academy FAMU
( 2015-2019 ), he founded company Lonely
Production focused on audiovisual content
for cinema, television and site-specific. Before
that, he was freelancing in various production
houses. His company was established
at 2015 and produced several movies,
documentaries, and ads. Apart from that, he
produced four contemporary circus shows with
Cirk La Putyka - Black Black Woods ( 2016 ), Hit:
Tell the difference ( 2017 ), Honey ( 2017 ), and
ADHD ( 2018 ) and directed short documentary
15 years with Letní Letná for Czech Television.
He is working with such artists as Miroslav
Krobot, Rostislav Novák jr., John Stevenson, or
Robert Richardson.

KANYA ( Short Fiction, 2020 )
CIRCUS RWANDA ( Documentary Feature,
2018 )
Two different directors from different parts
of the world meet to create new circus
performance - genocide survivor Eliseé from
Rwanda, and worldwide-acclaimed Czech
director Rostislav Novák jr. Film had a world
premiere at Karlovy Vary International Film
Festival.

BLOODY FAIRY TALES ( Short Animated Film,
2018 )
Five classical fairy tales, recreated in an
unreasonably violent way. Film has been
screened at 25 festivals in 15 countries.

STUNTMEN LTD. ( Pilot for TV series, 2018 )
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CAMERRAMAN ( Documentary Feature,
coming in 2022 )
Portrait of Robert Richardson, American
Cinematographer and Winner of Three Oscars
( JFK, The Aviator, Hugo ). Starring Robert
Richardson, Andy Serkis, Kathleen Kennedy,
Hank Corwin, Chris Brigham etc.

REVENGER ( Feature Fiction Film, coming in
2021 )
Crazy comedy about an actor who messes up
everything to win by leaving on journey to
Mars.

an upcoming, high-octane, action-comedy
television show, selected for Serial Killer in
Brno, Czech Republic, and Serie Series in France

BATALIVES ( Documentary Feature, 2017 )
Mosaic of stories of five people who live in
cities founded by megalomaniac brothers Tomáš
and Jan Antonín Baťa at Brasil, India, Czech
Republic, Netherlands, and Croatia.
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